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Life and career â€” Bruce left the family, moving to California [10] and having two other children: In
Missouri, they lived in several places, including St. Joseph, Savannah , and Kansas City. When Polkinghorn
committed suicide in , Eminem stopped speaking for days and did not attend his funeral. When her son
became famous, Debbie was unimpressed by suggestions that she was a less-than-ideal mother, contending
that she sheltered him and was responsible for his success. In , Debbie allowed runaway Kimberly Ann "Kim"
Scott to stay at their home; several years later, Eminem began an on-and-off relationship with Scott. Although
he was interested in English , he never explored literature preferring comic books and disliked math and social
studies. When she left to play bingo, he would blast the stereo and write songs. After they disbanded he joined
Soul Intent , who released a single on their self-titled EP featuring Proof. The case was dismissed when the
victim did not appear in court. I had, like, forty dollars to get her something. The character allowed him to
express his anger with lyrics about drugs, rape, and murder. Iovine played the tape for record producer Dr. Dre
, founder of Aftermath Entertainment and founding member of hip-hop group N. Dre recalled, "In my entire
career in the music industry, I have never found anything from a demo tape or a CD. Although his associates
criticized him for hiring a white rapper, he was confident in his decision: I had never seen stars let alone Dr.
Baby One More Time for fastest-selling solo album. Although Eminem parodied shock rocker Marilyn
Manson in the music video for "My Name Is", they are reportedly on good terms; Manson is mentioned in
"The Way I Am", appeared in its music video and has performed a live remix of the song with Eminem.
Eminem, under fire for homophobic lyrics, shared the stage with a gay icon for a performance of "Stan" that
would have been memorable in any context. The Eminem Show was released in May It was another success,
reaching number one on the charts and selling over 1. Its sales were partially driven by the first single, " Just
Lose It ", which contained slurs about Michael Jackson. We want the pass back". So the irony of this situation
with Michael is not lost on me. The song criticized President George W. Bush as "This weapon of mass
destruction that we call our president", with lyrics including "Fuck Bush". When they break in, it is learned
that they are there to register to vote; the video ends with "VOTE Tuesday November 2". Rumors began early
in the year about a double album to be released late that year, entitled The Funeral; [63] the greatest hits album
, entitled Curtain Call: The Hits , was released in December. In July the Detroit Free Press reported a possible
final bow for Eminem as a solo performer, quoting members of his inner circle as saying that he would
embrace the roles of producer and label executive. The day of Curtain Call: Denying that he was retiring, he
suggested he would take a break as an artist: The Re-Up on Shady Records. In August he canceled the
European leg of the tour, later announcing that he had entered drug rehabilitation for treatment of a
"dependency on sleep medication". The Hits was released December 6, by Aftermath Entertainment. It feels
good right now, the energy of the label. I went through some personal things. We are up to our old
mischievous ways Relapse, the first, was released on May 19; its first single and music video, " We Made You
", had been released on April 7. It sold more than five million copies worldwide. He landed buttocks-first on
Eminem, who stormed out of the ceremony; three days later, Eminem said that the stunt had been staged. On
November 19, he announced on his website that Relapse: Refill would be released on December The album
was a re-release of Relapse with seven bonus tracks, including " Forever " and "Taking My Ball". Eminem
described the CD: I want to deliver more material for the fans this year like I originally planned Hopefully
these tracks on The Refill will tide the fans over until we put out Relapse 2 next year I got back in with Dre
and then a few more producers, including Just Blaze, and went in a completely different direction which made
me start from scratch. The new tracks started to sound very different than the tracks I originally intended to be
on Relapse 2, but I still want the other stuff to be heard. Although his followers thought he was not releasing
an album, he had changed its title to Recovery and confirmed this by tweeting "RECOVERY" with a link to
his website. I had originally planned for Relapse 2 to come out last year. But as I kept recording and working
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with new producers, the idea of a sequel to Relapse started to make less and less sense to me, and I wanted to
make a completely new album. The music on Recovery came out very different from Relapse, and I think it
deserves its own title. Recovery remained atop the Billboard chart for five consecutive weeks of a seven-week
total. B and Keyshia Cole. Later that year, he performed at the Activison E3 concert. The first two concerts
quickly sold out, prompting an additional show in each city. Unlike the original, Rihanna is the lead vocalist
and it is sung from the female perspective. Dre and Skylar Grey. The Sequel , was released on June 14, The
Sequel in a month period. The Marshall Mathers LP 2 Eminem announced on May 24, , that he was working
on his next album, [] scheduled for release the following year. Three more singles followed: Its standard
version had 16 tracks, and the deluxe version included a second disc with five additional tracks. The first
American artist with seven consecutive UK number-one albums, he is tied with The Beatles for second place
for the most consecutive chart-topping UK albums. The album debuted at number three on the Billboard chart,
with first-week sales of , copies in the United States. The Re-Up , and the greatest hits collection Curtain Call:
Eminem is the executive producer of the soundtrack on the sports drama Southpaw , with Shady Records. The
interview streamed online on the Beats 1 radio on [] July 1, Eminem appeared on the public access show Only
in Monroe, produced in Monroe, Michigan , and was interviewed by guest host Stephen Colbert for an episode
that aired July 1, The True Story of Infinite. In the song, Eminem calls the newly elected President Donald
Trump a "bitch", and also raps about raping conservative social and political commentator Ann Coulter , who
is a Trump supporter, with a variety of foreign objects. On January 5, , the second single " River " was
released, which featured Ed Sheeran.
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List of Ed, Edd n Eddy characters From the left: Edd "Double D" , Eddy, and Ed Ed, Edd n Eddy follows the
lives of "the Eds", three preteen boys who all share variations of the name Ed, but differ greatly in their
personalities: Ed voiced by Matt Hill is the strong, dim-witted dogsbody of the group; Edd Samuel Vincent ,
called Double D, is an inventor , neat freak , and the most intelligent of the Eds; and Eddy Tony Sampson is a
devious, quick-tempered, bitter con artist , and self-appointed leader of the Eds. The three devise plans to scam
the cul-de-sac kids out of their money, which they want to use to buy jawbreakers. The cul-de-sac kids do not
include the Eds as part of their group, making the trio outcasts. The group of kids consist of: Germain ; Jenn
Forgie ; Erin Fitzgerald , usually seen with Kevin, is a stereotypical dumb blonde and an unattainable love
interest for the cul-de-sac kids. The series took place mostly within the fictional town of Peach Creek, and new
locations were rarely introduced. The first four seasons of the show are set during a seemingly endless summer
vacation, though from the fifth season onwards, the characters are shown attending junior high school in the
fall and winter months. Production Development Danny Antonucci, creator, director, executive producer, and
co-writer of Ed, Edd n Eddy, produced the series on a dare. He gained notoriety with the short film Lupo the
Butcher and then, after founding his own production studio, a. It was quickly cancelled, however, upon being
met with generally poor reviews. While designing a commercial, he ended up drawing three characters that he
felt particularly pleased with. Growing excited over their potential, he named them Ed, Edd, and Eddy and
spent the following months developing a show around them. The personalities of Ed, Double D, and Eddy are
based on his own traits as well as the activities of his two sons, while the cul-de-sac children and the Kanker
sisters were all based on children he grew up with. My parents were right off the boat so I grew up playing to
two worlds, the modern world and the s Italian world. Nazz was voiced by Tabitha St. Germain in season 1,
Jenn Forgie in season 3 and Erin Fitzgerald in seasons 2, 4, 5 and 6. Fitzgerald also played the part of May,
one of the Kanker Sisters, except in season 3 when she was voiced by Jenn Forgie. To give the impression of
movement, Ed, Edd n Eddy uses " boiling lines " or shimmering outlines which Antonucci likens it to cartoons
of the s.
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Physicians can become knowledgeable about cultural norms in patients they commonly treat. They can
describe the dimensions as they apply to specific ethnic groups see Table 1. Physicians should ask patients
directly about cultural issues that may affect communication patterns and treatment. Up to 17 percent of the U.
Physicians must find accessible, trained translators. Untrained translators should be briefly oriented to their
role see Table 2. Some cultures view directly informing patients of a serious diagnosis as harmful. Physicians
can ask patients if they would like to be directly informed of the results of medical investigations. These
exchanges should be documented in the medical record see Table 3. Patients may prefer that their family
members be the recipients of diagnostic and treatment information. If a patient prefers that family members
receive information, find out which family member s. Treatment decisions may be made by an informally
appointed family member, family-wide consensus, or physician-family collaboration. Physicians should ask
patients how they would like treatment decisions to be made. When compared with whites of Northern
European background, patients who belong to other ethnic groups are less likely to complete formal advance
directives. Patients from some cultures, particularly those with histories of health care discrimination, may not
trust physicians who are of a different ethnic background. In this situation, it is good to ask patients directly if
they are comfortable working with a physician of a different ethnic background. When appropriate, physicians
can acknowledge that members of a particular ethnicity have had histories of less than optimal care. Patients
and family members can be encouraged to inform the physician immediately if they have quality-of-care
concerns. Information from references 34 and Among blacks, nonacceptance of advance directives appears to
be part of a much broader pattern of values regarding quality of life, as well as a historical legacy of
segregation. DNR orders may be viewed as a way of limiting expensive health care or as cutting costs by
ceasing care prematurely. The Tuskegee syphilis study, 36 in which infected black men were followed for 40
years but were not informed of the availability of penicillin treatment, is well known in the black community.
The reluctance of blacks to formally address end-of-life care also may stem from a history of health care
discrimination. Although individual studies vary, the preponderance of evidence indicates that nonwhites,
even after controlling for income, insurance status, and age, are less likely to receive a range of common
medical interventions such as cardiac catheterization, immunizations, and analgesics for acute pain. While
whites may be concerned about dying patients undergoing needless suffering, black physicians and patients
are more likely to think of suffering as spiritually meaningful, and life as always having some value. Instead, a
consensually oriented decision-making approach appears to be more acceptable in this population.
Formalization of this process is seen as unnecessary and potentially harmful, because it may lead to increased
and extended family conflict. Asian adults feel a responsibility to reverently care for aging parents. This sense
of obligation makes it difficult for relatives to request other than extraordinary measures.
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Your body naturally produces several different types of white blood cells. White blood cells work to keep you
healthy by fighting off viruses, bacteria, parasites, and fungi. Basophils are a type of white blood cell. If your
basophil level is low, it may be due to a severe allergic reaction. If you develop an infection, it may take
longer to heal. In some cases, having too many basophils can result from certain blood cancers. Your doctor
can determine whether your white blood cell count falls within an acceptable range. Your doctor may
recommend that you get your blood work completed at every annual check-up. Whether you scrape yourself
during a fall or develop an infection from a wound, you can count on your basophils help to get you healthy
again. In addition to fighting parasitic infections, basophils play a role in: This is a naturally occurring
blood-thinning substance. In allergic reactions, the immune system is exposed to an allergen. Basophils
release histamine during allergic reactions. Basophils are also thought to play a role in causing the body to
produce the antibody called immunoglobulin E IgE. This antibody then binds to basophils and a similar type
of cell called mast cells. These cells release substances such as histamines and serotonin. They mediate the
inflammatory response in the area of your body that was exposed to the allergen. Basophils account for less
than three percent of your white blood cells. You should have 0 to basophils per microliter of blood. Keep in
mind that blood test normal ranges can vary from lab to lab. Blood testing is the only way to discover whether
your basophils are abnormal. Blood tests are usually performed during a general wellness check or when
investigating some other issue. What can cause your basophil level to be too high? The following can cause
your basophil level to be high: If your thyroid hormone is low, it can cause your bodily functions to slow
down.
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Plot or ending details follow. Synopsis The story immediately picks up with the final spar between Ed and
Father , who is rapidly losing control over his power. The scene shifts to just Father, back in his tiny
homunculus form, before the Gate of Truth , and God tells him that it is his final fate to fall back into the Gate
into eternal despair, the cost of his conceit similar to the other costs paid by those who opened the Gate. Then
Van Hohenheim himself offers to be the toll to save his son, but Ed still rejects the offer, though finally
acknowledging him as his father. After thanking everyone who is left, Ed draws a human transmutation circle
and goes before Truth and the Gate. Truth asks what the cost will be now, and Ed replies that he will pay with
the Gate, which is revealed to be the source of Alchemy within all alchemists. Truth asks then how he will
manage without his greatest skill, and Ed simply replies "Even without Alchemy, I still have my friends. Ed
then transmutes his Gate, and finds Al , body and soul in one again. The Hohenheim walks off into the dust.
Riza is visited in the hospital by Rebecca, who comments on the hard task of reconciling the Briggs attack on
Central with the main story. Meanwhile, Mustang is met by Dr. She discovers Hohenheim, stooped over and
smiling, who has finally died in peace at the gravesite of his wife. Scar is then shown to have been
recuperating in a makeshift hospital, and he is visited by Olivier and Miles, who has a proposal that would
include Scar in aiding in the restoration of Ishvalan society. Al decides to leave for Xing to learn alkahestry,
and pays his last respects to the Hughes family as he leaves, and taking Zampano and Jerso into his company
along the way. The final page is a collage of pictures of the characters at last; some of the pics include:
Chapter Notes This is the final chapter in the Fullmetal Alchemist manga series. Pride is apparently the only
Homunculus remaining alive, living the life of a human as Selim Bradley. Details about his future are unclear,
however. In a Japanese newspaper contest, there was a contest to see what words were best to use when
proposing, and the words Edward and Winry used during their confession here won. Although, it was later
removed once it was discovered that it came from a manga.
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The journey was coming to an end. The end of her speech had to be cut short because of time. The happiness
of the people is the end of government. What is to be the end of all this bickering? He met a horrible end.
Another war would be the end of civilization. He does his end of the job very well. His stupidity is the end.
Show More verb used with object to bring to an end or conclusion: We ended the discussion on a note of
optimism. This was the battle that ended the war. This passage ends the novel. A bullet through the heart
ended him. You just committed the blunder to end all blunders. Show More to come to an end; terminate;
cease: The road ends at Rome. Extravagance ends in want. Show More final or ultimate: Show More Idioms at
loose ends, without an occupation or plans; unsettled; uncertain: He spent two years wandering about the
country at loose ends. The cartons were turned end for end. He backed the truck until it was end on with the
loading platform. The pipes were placed end to end on the ground. She went off the deep end when she lost
her job. In the end they shook hands and made up. Despite her meager income, she tried to make ends meet.
Also make both ends meet. They were pleased no end by the warm reception. They talked for hours on end.
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Appling, Baker, and Baldwin Counties Reel Banks, Barton, and Berrien part: ED 6, sheet end and Bibb part:
EDs Counties Reel Bulloch, Butts, and Burke part: ED 9, sheet end , Calhoun, Camden, and Campbell part:
EDs and ED 4, sheets 1 Reel Milton, Mitchell, and Monroe Counties Reel Houston and Irwin Counties Reel
Jasper and Jackson Counties Reel Laurens and Liberty part: EDs an Reel Marion, Meriwether, and Miller
Counties Reel Gordon, Greene, and Gwinnett part: Montgomery, Moran, Murray, and Newton part: ED end
and Muscogee Counties Reel Oconee, Oglethorpe, Paulding, and Pickens part: ED , sheet end Pierce, Pike,
and Polk part: EDs and ED 86, sheets 1- Reel Quitman, Rabun, Randolph, and Richmond part: Douglas,
Echols, Effingham, and Elbert part: ED 52, sheet end and Chattahoochee Counties Reel Chattooga, Cherokee,
and Clarke Counties Reel Clay, Clayton, Clinch, and Cobb part: Coweta, Columbia, and Crawford part:
Hancock, Haralson, and Harris part: Floyd County Reel Forsyth, Franklin, and Fulton part: ED 35, sheet end,
and EDs , Reel EDs , , , , and ED 78, sheets Reel ED 93, sheet end , Stewart, and Sumter part: EDs and ED
66, sheets Reel DeKalb, Dodge, and Dooly part: ED 51, sheet end Reel Taliafferro, Taylor Telfair, and
Terrell part: Troup and Union Counties Reel Upson, Walker, and Walton part: Washington, White, and
Whitfield part: Rockdale, Schley, Screven, and Spalding part: Wilkinson and Worth Counties Reel
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ED 96, sheet 2-end and White part: EDs and ED , sheets Reel ED , sheet end Saline, and Sangamon part: EDs
Counties Reel EDs Reel Shelby, Stark, and Union part: ED 92, sheets Counties Reel ED 92, sheet end and
Stephenson part: EDs and ED 81, sheets Reel Warren and Wayne part: ED 96, sheet end and White part: ED ,
sheet end and Whiteside Counties Reel ED end and Williamson Counties Reel ED , sheet end and Tazewell
Counties Reel Montgomery and Morgan part: EDs , , , , 95, 96 Counties Reel ED , sheet end, and EDs , , ,
end and Macon part: ED 69, sheet end and Madison part: ED 41, sheet end Reel Marion County Reel
Marshall and Mason Counties Reel Mercer and Monroe Counties Reel EDs end , Moultrie, and Ogle part:
ED 77, sheet end and Peoria part: ED , sheet end , Perry, and Pope part: ED 56, sheets Counties Reel Pike,
Putnam, and Rando1ph part: Massac and Menard Counties Reel ED , sheet end and Woodford Counties Reel
EDs and ED Reel ED , sheet end, EDs , , , , Reel ED , sheet end, and EDs Reel ED , sheet end, and EDs , , ,
Reel EDs and ED , sheet 1 Reel EDs , Reel Kendall and Knox part: ED end and Jackson part: ED end and
Iroquois part: ED end , Jasper, and Jefferson part: Jo Daviess and Kane part: ED 53, sheet end , Hamilton, and
Hancock part: ED , sheet end and Kankakee Counties Reel Greene and Grundy part: ED end and Lake
Counties Reel La Salle County part: ED 72, 73, , end and Lawrence part: ED , sheet end and Livingston
Counties Reel Lee and Logan part: ED , , end , Crawford, and Cumberland part: ED 49 and ED 50, shee Reel
EDs , , , , and ED , sheets Reel ED end , Hardin, Henderson, and Henry part: EDs , , , , Reel ED , sheet end,
EDs , , , , and Reel ED 50, sheet end and DeKalb part: ED 11, sheet end , DeWitt, and Douglas part: ED end ,
DuPage, and Edgar part: Fayette and Ford part: ED 68, sheet end , Gallatin, Franklin, and Fulton part: ED 1,
sheets Countie Reel ED 1, sheet end Reel ED 16, sheet end , Clark, and Clay part: ED end and Alexander
part: Brown and Bureau part: ED 18, sheet end and Christian part: ED end and Clinton Counties Reel EDs
and ED 9, sheets Reel ED 64, sheet end, EDs Reel EDs , , , and ED , sheets Reel Cass and Champaign part:
McHenry and McLean part: EDs and ED 82, sheets Counties
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Skip the main content if you do not want to read it as the next section. Skip the location trail if you do not
want to read it as the next section. Location trail Main Content: The white coat effect means that your blood
pressure is higher when it is taken in a medical setting than it is when taken at home. On average, when your
blood pressure is taken at home the top systolic number can be around 10mmHg lower than it would be if
taken by a doctor and 5mmHg lower on the bottom diastolic number. For some people this difference can be
even greater. What causes the white coat effect? Your blood pressure is not fixed â€” it rises and falls
throughout the day in response to what you are doing and what is happening around you. White coat effects
will often happen because you are nervous about having your blood pressure tested by a doctor or nurse. Most
of us tend to feel more tense in medical settings than we do in surroundings that are familiar to us, although
we do not always notice it. If you are very anxious your systolic blood pressure can rise by as much as
30mmHg. This can make it more difficult for your doctor to get an accurate measurement of your blood
pressure. What is white coat hypertension? The term white coat hypertension may be used if you have high
blood pressure readings i. Your blood pressure readings may be normal when they are taken at home.
Sometimes it can be difficult to establish whether you actually have high blood pressure, or are just
experiencing white coat hypertension. How will I know if my blood pressure is affected? Anyone can be
affected by the white coat effect, but white coat hypertension is less common. You may be nervous or anxious
about having your blood pressure taken without you or your doctor realising it. The only way to be sure is to
compare readings taken in the clinic with readings that are taken at home. There are two ways of doing this.
Measuring your blood pressure at home â€” You could measure your blood pressure at home. Measuring your
own blood pressure regularly can be helpful as it allows your doctor or nurse to see what your readings are
like outside of the clinic. Keeping a personal record of your blood pressure can help to show what your blood
pressure is like from day to day. You will be given a small digital monitor to wear which measures your blood
pressure regularly and automatically over a day and night. Some GP surgeries can provide hour monitors;
alternatively you may have to go to your local hospital outpatients department to have one fitted. What can I
do about white coat hypertension? If you are experiencing white coat effects when having your blood pressure
measured, it is important to try and manage your anxiety if you can. This might just mean resting for a while
before having your blood pressure measured. If you have had to rush to your appointment or are feeling
nervous, taking a moment to relax and calm down can help to bring your blood pressure back down to normal.
Sometimes it may not be possible to overcome the white coat effect. In this case your doctor will discuss
options with you. To gain a clearer picture of your blood pressure your doctor may ask to see home blood
pressure readings or decide to monitor you more closely for a period of time. I have been diagnosed with high
blood pressure, but could it be white coat hypertension? Your doctor or nurse will be aware of white coat
hypertension and will take it into consideration before making any diagnosis about your blood pressure.
People with white coat hypertension can go on to develop high blood pressure. For this reason it is important
to have your blood pressure checked regularly perhaps every months with a medical professional. This will
allow you to take appropriate steps to lower your blood pressure, should it start to rise. If you have any queries
or concerns about the white coat effect or white coat hypertension, speak with your doctor or nurse. More on
medical tests for high blood pressure:
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